COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL

public high schools in Norfolk County for the 2019-2020 academic year.
Application Requirements:
Applicants must submit a signed application together with a letter on district letterhead
outlining the high school’s need, capacity, and readiness to participate in this training and
implement the methodology of CPS. Schools should include, by title, the four (4) team
members who will participate in a mandatory one day training on September 12, 2019.
administrators involved in student discipline, guidance, adjustment school psychology

Applications must be submitted to Jennifer.C.Rowe@state.ma.us
no later than June 7, 2019.

Think:Kids teaches a revolutionary, evidence-based approach called Collaborative
Problem Solving (CPS) which helps children with behavioral challenges build skills
models of discipline, this approach avoids the use of power, control and motivational
procedures and instead focuses on teaching at-risk kids the future-ready skills they
need to succeed.
Think:Kids uses a proven “train the trainer model” whereby professionals are taught
outcomes we do.

Noncompliant, explosive, aggressive behavior is the most common
reason children and adolescents are referred for mental health services.
Children who evidence such behaviors are typically diagnosed with any of a variety

and Autism spectrum disorders. Regardless of diagnosis, parents, educators,
pediatricians, and the juvenile justice systems all struggle with how to manage
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In the same way that kids with learning disabilities struggle with skills in areas like
reading, writing or math, research in the neurosciences has shown that most
challenging kids do not lack the will to behave well – they lack the skill
research in the neurosciences has demonstrated that most behaviorally challenging
frustration tolerance and problem solving.

Research on Collaborative Problem Solving reveals that:
• CPS is associated with positive outcomes for children.
• CPS works in any setting where challenging children are found.
•

.

Teachers reported
resulting in a
disruptive behavior
follow directions, and calling out in class (Schaubman, Stetson & Plog, 2011).

Other positive outcomes include:

• Reductions in children’s oppositional and defiant behaviors.
• Reductions in school suspensions and increased time in class.
• Reductions in parent and teacher stress.
• Reductions in staff and child injuries.
• Improvements in adult-child relationships.
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